Call No. Cheat Sheet
Tuba edition

**Solos**
Collections and separate works  M95-99

**Duets, tuba & piano**
Collections  M264
Separate works  M265

**Solo tuba w/orchestra**
Scores (full, reduced, arranged)  M1034 .T8
Solo(s) with piano reduction  M1035 .T8

**Solo tuba w/string orchestra**
Scores (full, reduced, arranged)  M1134 .T8
Solo(s) with piano reduction  M1135 .T8

**Chamber music for Winds**
Duets  M288-9
Trios  M355-9
Quartets  M455-9
Quintets  M555-9

**Methods Books + Orchestral Excerpts**
General  MT480
Systems and methods  MT482
Studies and exercises  MT485
Orchestral studies  MT486

**Books**
Biographies  ML410-420
About the tuba  ML970
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